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TERMS OF REFERENCE 
Team Leader, Learning and Monitoring Programme Somalia (LAMPS) 

1. Overview of programme – LAMPS 
The Learning and Monitoring Programme Somalia (LAMPS) is a three-year programme of 
monitoring, evaluation, learning and consultancy services contracted to Integrity by the UK 
Department for International Development (DFID), supporting DFID’s Somalia Monitoring 
Programme II (SMP II) of which it is a component. Integrity, in consortium with Altai Consulting, 
delivers LAMPS in each of Somalia’s federal regions from a central delivery hub in Nairobi, Kenya. 
LAMPS works across DFID’s development portfolio in Somalia, helping ensure greater 
accountability, better risk management and improved understanding of, and learning insights from, 
programme performance. 

2. Role Title 
Team Leader  

3. Role Summary 
The Team Leader is responsible for the day-to-day technical delivery of the programme, overseeing 
the design, implementation and execution of all workstream teams' (TPM verifications, M&E 
Technical Assistance and In-Field Financial Review) activities. The Team Leader is expected to 
coordinate across workstream activities, managing the timely design and production of 
deliverables, STTA inputs, and quality assuring all technical deliverables to the client. They lead 
on internal and external learning across the programme, are responsible for embedding the best 
practices within the programme and sharing result and benefits of the programme with DFID and 
its implementing partners.  

The Team Leader reports to the Programme Director. The Team Leader line-manages the Deputy 
Team Leader, M&E Technical Assistance Lead and Financial Review Advisor; acting as the day-to-
day point of contact for DFID on matters pertaining to technical delivery.  

4. Activities 
The Team Leader will be responsible for: 

Oversee LAMPS Technical Delivery (50%) 

• In line with the strategic direction given by the LAMPS Governance Board, oversee the 
technical delivery of the LAMPS programme, ensuring the timely delivery of high quality 
deliverables. 

• Coordinate technical, programmatic and operational activities with the other members of the 
Programme Management Unit (PMU), aligning them with the programme’s strategic direction 
and programme logframe.  

• Lead the development of annual work plans and oversee workstream-specific work planning 
and progress across Third Party Monitoring Verifications, Monitoring and Evaluation 
Technical Assistance, Financial Reviews, and Learning. 

• Chair regular meetings with workstream leads (Deputy Team Leader, M&E Technical 
Assistance Lead, and Financial Review Advisor) to strategise coordination, integration and 
cross-pollination of workstream activities and deliverables; managing the operationalisation 
of this strategy. 
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• Report on risk management of issues affecting programme delivery; developing and 
updating guidance and implementing suitable mitigation measures across the technical 
team, communicating issues and mitigation plans to the Programme Director and DFID in 
a timely manner and escalating incidents to all relevant parties in real-time. 

Programme Learning (20%) 

• Oversee the production of all internal and external learning deliverables including but not 
limited to reports, workshops, seminars, meetings; steering the design, consultation and 
implementation of learning activities. 

• Manage the inputs of the workstream leads and Learning Analyst in the production of 
workstream-specific learning reports and events relevant to the LAMPS and external 
stakeholders, including synthesis of data and learning from LAMPS. 

• Quality assure all learning deliverables. 
• Lead technical inputs into LAMPS deliverables (Quarterly Reports, Annual Reports, Exit 

Strategy and Close Down Report), ensuring relevant data is collected to evidence annual 
reporting. 

Client and Partner Engagement (20%) 

• Act as the day-to-day focal point for DFID Somalia on all aspects of technical delivery. 
• Represent LAMPS at meetings with DFID and key stakeholders such as government, 

bilateral and multilateral agencies, and DFID’s Somalia Implementing Partners; facilitating 
and coordinating meetings between the client and workstream leads. 

• Be an ambassador for LAMPS in the broader DFID and Implementing Partner community 
in Kenya and Somalia. 

Personnel Management (10%) 

• Day-to-day programme line management of the Deputy Team Leader, Monitoring and 
Evaluation Technical Assistance Lead, and Financial Review Advisor; ensuring their tasks 
are understood and executed to a high quality in a timely manner. 

• Guiding the capacity development priorities of all technical delivery personnel, ensuring 
time and resources are set aside to address key areas of programmatic and professional 
growth. In consultation with DFID oversee recruitment process for long- and short- term 
programme personnel (TOR development, short-listing, interviewing, selecting preferred 
candidates and presenting them to DFID) for technical positions and managing 
performance. 

5. Additional Information 
• The position will be based in Kenya at Integrity’s Nairobi office. 
• The role will be full-time 
• Candidates must be fluent in written and spoken English.  
• To learn more about Integrity please visit the following link: www.integrityglobal.com 

 

  

https://integrityrc.sharepoint.com/sites/SharedProjects/Shared%20Documents/Project%20Folder%20LAMPS%20Management/2%20Programme%20Management/2%20Teaming/3%20TORs/Team%20roles/Team%20Lead/www.integrityglobal.com
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How to apply:   

If you are interested in applying for this position, please complete the application form at 
www.integrityglobal.com/apply and attach a CV and Cover Letter at the bottom of your 
application. 

Closing date for applications: 30 November 2017 

Please be advised that only shortlisted applicants will be contacted.   

Candidates must have the right to work in Kenya.  

Integrity is an equal opportunities employer. And positively encourages applications from suitably 
qualified and eligible candidates regardless of sex, race, disability, age, sexual orientation, gender 
reassignment, religion or belief, marital status, or pregnancy and maternity. We will respect your 
confidentiality and abide by UK data protection laws. 

http://www.integrityglobal.com/apply
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	Senior Monitoring and Evaluation Short Term Expert (STE) ToR
	International Security and Stabilisation Support Strategy 2
	 Take on, under supervision of the Team Lead (TL), the development and design of tools, processes, guidance documents, reports, etc. that are required to finish the set-up of the M&E system; such as:
	o Design of data collection tools (surveys, interview guidelines, checklists, mappings, other custom tools)
	o Processes and formats for risk monitoring / tracking and management
	o Review of data collection procedures associated with shared data collection tools.
	 Work with the TL on developing and adapting the logframe.
	 Support the TL to carry out his technical backstopping responsibilities (reviewing, commenting on the deliverables produced by other members of the team).
	 We anticipate this role will require an estimate of 10 days per month for the first three months, and extended subject to strong performance.
	 Minimum of ten years’ experience in M&E design and implementation;
	 At least a Masters degree in a relevant field;
	 Practical experience with design of qualitative and quantitative data collection tools (surveys, focus group / interview guidelines, guidance for direct observation, mappings, etc.)
	 Minimum five years’ substantial experience with logical framework approach (results chain, risks / assumptions, indicators), coupled with ability to approach log frame assignments undogmatically, i.e., to be guided by what is logical and reasonable,...
	 Experience with the "ins and outs" of strategic planning desirable, but not a must;
	 Experience of working on stabilisation or peacebuilding programmes, or in the Democratic Republic of Congo highly desirable but not mandatory.
	 Demonstrated ability to conceptualise complex processes and situations in terms of M&E, project and programme planning language and constructs;
	 Ability to think critically about his / her own work and approach; to question his / her original assumptions;
	 A ‘problem-solving attitude’;

	ToR Cover page template.pdf
	Project Officer East Africa, Location ToR 2016
	Full-Time. Based in London with up to 50% Travel
	 Overview and briefing: Maintaining a detailed overview of all planned and actual project work. Brief management as required.
	 Contracting: Assist with drafting contracts once client contracts are issued.
	 Logistical: Ensuring smooth deployment of people and resources through the procurement of flights, visas, letters of entry, consultant deployment checklists and movement of funds.
	 Administrative: Maintaining streamlined, well-organised project folders and administrating effective Podio spaces for the region and projects.
	 Ongoing project management support (proposal stage, implementation stage and wrap up) including updating the project code list and other administrative tasks.
	 Financial management: Track consultant delivery time across projects and collect timesheets. Liaise with consultants and clients to prepare and process timesheets and invoices.
	 Research: Depending on the requirements of the project at hand, conduct research to support the development of deliverables.
	 Input substantially on project proposals, including conducting background research and drafting sections as needed;
	 Meet with consortium partners in London where relevant to developing strong project proposals;
	 Liaise with Operations Manager HQ and the Proposal Lead to support the production of Risk Matrices;
	 Assist with research into and preparation of financial proposals and budget;
	 Assist the Business Development team with consultant selection, interviewing and relationship management, and developing consultant networks in the region.
	 Ensuring the team maintain an accurate record of staff and consultant movements in the movement planning spreadsheet.
	 Assist OM HQ to map out active projects, define start and end dates and monitor how human resources are spread across all work delivered.
	 Support the management of consultant deployment by delivering sound administration and assisting tracking personnel in the field.
	 Contribute to briefings of deploying consultants including attending, briefing on some sections and organising briefing schedules.
	 A relevant Bachelor’s degree
	 Minimum 2 years’ experience with an international organisation
	 Strong team player with confidence, humour and patience
	 Demonstrable experience in coordination, logistics, IT, finance and admin
	 Research skills
	 Strong attention to detail
	 Excellent communication skills
	 Proven writing aptitude
	 Degree level education
	 Written and oral fluency in English
	 Fluency in an African language or French is highly desirable






